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Mr. SKELTON. Ms. Fites. 
STATEMENT OF JEANNE B. FITES, DEPUTY ASSISTANT 

SECRETARY FOR REQUIREMENTS AND RESOURCES 
Ms. FITES. Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee, thank 

you for the opportunity for me to tell you what the Department of 
Defense is doing to identif and support military or civilian person- 

fense research programs during and after Wor d War 11. 
First, I want you to know we share your concern, your indigna- 

tion and your frustration. I wish I could tell you today that we 
have identified everyone exposed. I can't. I can only tell you what 
we have done, what we are continuing to do and what we hope to 
accom lish. 
As iepresentative Goss referred to, Secretary Perry released in- 

dividuals from many oaths of secrecy last March and directed us 
to locate all of the records of these experiments, to declassify those 
that were classified and to identify the individuals exposed. We es- 
tablished a task force of senior representatives from across the De- 
partment and the milita services to guide and monitor the effort. 
This effort is under the x s i s t a n t  Secretary of Defense for Person- 
nel and Readiness, Dr. Edwin Dorn, because of the critical person- 
nel and compensation issues. So I am qualified to talk to you about 
the records search, not the scientific details of the experiments. 

At first, our effort focused on two things. One, a definition of the 
kinds of data we are seeking on our testing programs and on the 
individuals exposed; and, second, identifying the places that this 
information could be found. 

Unfortunately, we don't have a file we can go to  on a particular 
base that says chemical weapons experiments. The information is 
very old, and it is scattered across the country. 

We worked with representatives of the Department of Veterans 
Affairs- 

Mr. SKELTON. Ms. Fites, I realize this is rude, but I think in 
order for us t o  make that vote, let me interrupt you right at this 

oint. We will ask you and Mr. Goss t o  come back, and we will 
Rave the opportunity then to ask questions, if you don't mind. I 
just  hate for us to miss it. 

7 ne1 who were exposed to c K emical weapons a ents as a part of De- 

Ms. FITES. Fine. 
[Recess .I 
Mr. SKELTON. We will reconvene. 
Ms. Fites, ou were in the middle of your testimony before you 

that  Representative Goss will reappear shortly. 
Ms. FITES. I will just briefly summarize the rest of my testimon . 

relevant to the issue: Edgewood Arsenal, the Naval Research Lab 
in Maryland, Dugway Proving Ground, the Army Chemical School 
Library in Alabama, Rocky Mountain Arsenal and the University 
of Chicago. We are sure there are other sites, and we are continu- 

were so rude r y interrupted. We will ask you to proceed. I am sure 

We have found five major records holding sites that  have recor K s 

ing to look. 
Let me tell YOU a little bit about what we found. We visited most 

of the sites, and I have a list of sites that  we visited that we will 
leave with you today describing what we found there. 
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[The following information was received for the record:] 
C o s  VI IN ED 11 ECO RD s R E  I~OSITOHY C o r r  E ~ S  

DUCWAY PROVINC CROUSD 

Technical Library hold over 60,000 documents. 
Records holding area contains over 400 boxes of material including scientific notc- 

books (over 6,000 paper records). 
ABERDEEN PROVISC CROUSDkDCEWOOD ARSESAL 

8,465 linear fcct paper. 

6,776 reels of microforms. 

Some of this d%umcntation is located a t  Rocky Mountain Arsenal. 

29 linear fcct index cards. 

288 @gab es electronic records. 

U.S. ARMY TlUISISC COMMASD CIIEYICAL CESTER FORT MCCLELLAN. A L  

735 linear fcct paper. 
Large library collcction of books, manuals, ctc. 

U.S. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH A S D  DEVELOPMEST COMMASD, FOKT DF,TKICK. MD. 

100 linear fcct of paper. 
7,000 sets of microfiche. 
200 minutes of film mcdia. 

SAVAI. RESEAHCIi LARORATOHY 

11 scientific notebooks from 1942-1945 (2,300 names cxtractcd). 
Large volume of technical rcports, papers, ctc. 

WASIIISCTOS SATIOSAL RECORDS CEhTTER. SUITLASD, M D  

13 boxes of Army S u r  eon General files. 
Over 100 linear fcct o? Army Chemical Corps mcords. 

NATIOSAL PEKSOSSEL HECORDS CEhTTER, ST. l.OUIS, \IO 

Extensive collection of personnel and organizational files from early 1900’s to 

Extensive collection of morning reports and unit information. 
present. 

USIVEHSITY OF Cll lCACO 

82 boxes of records from Vicc President for Special Projects fmm WWlI DOD con- 
tracts. 

eneral, the records aren’t indexed or sorted. There 
linear feet of paper in filing cabinets, boxes, thou- 

sands of sets of microfiche, and we have to go through all of this 

is stuff to be declassified. I t  is a very comp ex, time-inten- 
sive effort, but  we are committed to doing it. 
We also have done an analysis from computerized files of experi- 

ments and sites and will make available to  you that information, 
too. 

[The Battelle Preliminary Draft Report is retained in committee 
files.] 

[The following information was received for the record:] 

by page with somebody knowledgeable readiny it and seeing 
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January 24, 1994 

Honorable Mike Kreidler 
C.S. House of Representatives 
1535 Long'dorth House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Representative Xreidler: 

The American Legion appreciates your introduction of H.R. 
3 2 7 3 ,  the Military Reserve Retirement Fairness Act. The Arerican 
Leqion believes the eight year minimum requirement for former 
active duty service personnel to serve wlth the selected reserves 
is excessive. The current law could deter enlistees with more 
than 12 years of active service from seeking a reserve coTponent 
retirement. 

AddLtionally, since the drawdown in military personnel force 
levels may continue to be a frequently used defense budget 
reduction option, an eight year reserve commitment will likely be 
a disincentive to career motivated servicemen and women in taday's 
all-volunteer service environment. It is a risk this nation 
should not take. 

The Legion is sincerely grateful for your continued lrterest 
and support. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Aa%+-- Robertson, Director 
National Legislative Commission 

79-342 0 - 94 - 2 
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Non Commissioned Officers Association of the United States of America 
225 N. Washington Street Alexandria, Virginia 22314 Telephone (703) 549-0311 

November 1. 1993 

The Honorable Mike Krcidlcr 
U.S. House of Representatives 
1535 Lsngwonh XCGSC C f f k  Buildkg 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear hfr. Krcidler: 

The Non Commissioned Officers ArsoEiation of the USA (NCOA) appreciates your introducing, 
H.R. 3273. the Military Reserve Retirement Fairness Act, which would repeal the minimum 
eight-year reserve w M c e  requirement. The Association fully suppons this initiative. 

h you sated in your floor remarks on Wednesday. October 13. 1993, the eight-year reserve 
service requirement has fulfilled its p-e. XI is nlys clear that this rtqlllrcment now serves as 
a disincentive to future reserve affiliation for individuals with more than twelve years active 
military semce. By any measure. the requirement is counter productive to the goal of enhancing 
reserve component readiness, and thereby o v c d  miLivy rcadincs. with highly talented 
individuals being forced to leave the active components. 

H.R. 3273. which would allow qualification for mervc refkment after completion of any 
combination of active and reserve xrvicc totalling 20 yeus. is a step in the right dlecdon. 
However, the Arsociadon believes that another. more compelling barrier e& which dissuades 
members from voluntarily moving from active to merve wMce. Repealing the minimurn eight- 
yenr =mice requirement wouid do iittle towud mracting tu the reserve componcnu t i t o x  
individuals who have been septated from active WMCC under either the Special Separation 
Benefit (SSB) or Voluntary Separation Incentive (VSI) programs of 10 USC 1174a and 1175, 
respectively. 

For no reason aher than mandstory Laive force rcductionr. active careers are being tcnninated. 
Yet many of the individuals being forced to l a v e  the active components an being sought. on 
a priority placement basis, for afflliarion in the l ~ ~ r v e  components. It is widely rccognired that 
the talent being forced to l a v e  active military service is precisely. in many cpys. the shills and 
experience needed to increase reserve component readiness. 

Chartered by the United States Congress 
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November 1. 1993 
The Honorable Mike Krcidlcr 
Page 2 

As you am aware, a member who has received SSB or VSI and subsequently qualifies for retired 
pay shall have deducted from each payment of such retired or retainer pay so much of such pay 
1s is bared on the XMCC for which he received the separation pay until the total amount 
deducted equals the total mount of sepamtion pay. A recipient of VSI who k also entitled to 
basic pay for active or mewe seMcc, or compensation for inactive duty training. may elect to 
have a reduction in the voluntary separation incentive payable for the same period in an amount 
not to exceed the amount of the basic pay or compensation received for that period. If a VSI 
recipient IO elects, then the deduction to retired pay described in the fmt sentence of this 
paragraph shall be reduced accordingly. 

The SSB and VSI programs were constructed with a very clear and distinct puppose. Both 
programs were designed to epsc the uansitional and readjustment problems azscciatcd with the 
abrupt termination of an active militnry career. S u k q u c n t  affiliation in the reposewe components 
does not lcssen the hardship, turmoil. and readjustment realities of uansitioning from military to 
civilian life. It escapes all logid masoning why anyone who was awarded SSB or is receiving 
VSI would affiliate in the reserve cornponenu with the p c ~ l t ) r  of full recoupment of those 
awards upon reaching retired pay eligibility at age 60. The c& is simply too great and is at 
odds with the purpo~c for which SSB md VSI are awarded. 

NCOA fully suppons the effon you have undertaken with H.R.3273. The Association reque5ts 
that you also consider inuducing IegLlation to overturn h e  overly hanh penalties to reserve 
participation outlined above. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy Director 
of Legislative .4ffaim 

L 
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ASSOCIATION OF THE VNITED STATES ARMY 

1411 WILSON O O U L L V A I D .  A I L I N O T O N .  V1IOIN14 11101.131S l1011111-1300 

31 January 1991 

The Honorabls Mike Kreidler 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington. DC 20515 

Dear Ur. Kreidler: 

The Association of the United States A r m y  (AUSA) wishes to con- 
gratulate you for your leadership in sponsoring H.R. 3273. the Uilitary 
Reserve Retirement Fairness Act. 

H.R. 3273 provides relief from an inequity that has become more 
apparent with the advent of the Total Force. 
become more transient in their service between the components of the armed 
forces. and you have insightfully crafted legislation to correct a retire- 
ment inequity that affects the Guard and Reserve. 

Military personnel have 

You have seized upon an inequity that is caused when service personnel 
transfer to the reserves with less that ei$ht years remaining for entitle- 
ment to reserve retirement. Knowledgeable people know that the requirement 
for serving the last eight years of service in the reserves is outdated 
because of personnel policies in effect today. 

AUSA is pleased to offer its support to your proposal and will work 
with you to assure passage of the legislation during the second session of 
the 1036 Congress. Please call upon us if we m y  be of assistance. 

Sincerely. . A  

ERIK C. JOHNS 

and Public Affairs 
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Ms. FITES. But one of the best sources of information are individ- 
uals themselves that feel that they were in an experiment and they 
have been wronged, and we would really encourage you to  have 
your staffs encourage people to come forward. Anybody that comes 
to ou, if you give us the information on the person, we promise 
to ty ollow up on that. 

Mr. SKELTON. Thank you very much. 

‘L 
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I’HEPAHED STATKMK~T OF JKASSE R. FITES 

hlr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

Thank you for the opportunity 10 tell you what the Department of Defenx is 

doing to identify and support military or civilian personnel who were exposed to 

chemical weapons agents as part of Defense research progtams during and after World 

War 11. First, I want you to know that we share your concern. your indignation, and your 

frustration. I have heard the stones told by wimesses at several hearings. I have ~d 

some of the test descriptions in the National Academy of Sciences report and in other 

documents. and members of my staff have penonally called and talked to some of thex 

individuals. I wish I could tell you today that we have identified everyone e x p o d .  I 

cannot. I can only report to you what we have done, what we an doing, and what we can 

hope to accomplish. 

On March 9. 1993. Dr. Perry directed the Depament to take immediate steps to 

determine the extent of the potential human exposure to chemical weapons agenu 

through our testing program and to identify the individuals exposed. He immediakly 

declassified all relevant information concerning chemical weapons testing programs that 

were conducted prior to 1968. and dkcted the Department to begin the declassification 

process for all programs since 1968. He also released any individuals who participated in 

testing, production, transportation. or storage associated with any chemical weapons 

research from any oaths of secrecy or non-disclosure restrictions concerning their 

participation in such testing. We established a task force of senior representatives from 

OSD and the Military Departments to guide and monitor the effort. Because of the 

critical p e n o ~ c l  and compensation issues. oversight of the effort rests with the Assistant 

Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness. Dr. Edwin Dorn. 

Our fust efforts focused on two things: fuss a definition of the kinds of data we 

were Kcking on the testing program and on the individuals exposed; and second. 
’ 

identification of places where such information would be found. Unfortunately, there is 
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no central repository for information concerning historical data on our chemical weapons 

testing programs. 

The task force worked with representatives from Veterans Affairs to ensure that 

we would collect information that would support their efforts to appropriately identify 

and compensate veterans exposed. The Wlitary Departments sent out messages 

throughout the Department asking for information on the testing programs, exposures. 

and locations of records containing such information. 

In addition to the National Archives in Suitland and St. Louis, we have so far 

identified five major DoD records holding sites and one Univenity site where large 

volumes of records are stored. They arc: Edgewood Arsenal, in Maryland; the Naval 

Research Laboratory, in Maryland; Dugway Roving Ground, in Utah; the Army 

Chemical School Library, in Alabama; Rocky Mountain Arsenal. in Colorado; and the 

University of Chicago. We also believe that additional records are almost certainly stored 

at other contractor facilities and universities that we have not yet identified. 

Let me tell you a little bit about what we have found. Members of the task force 

have visited most of the sites. I have a list of the sites we visited that I will leave with 

you today. It briefly describes the hnds of records at each location. In general. these 

records are not indexed or sorted. They consist of thousands of linear feet of paper in 

filing cabinets or boxes, and thousands of sets of microfiche. They are in historical 

l ibmy collections, warehouse holding areas, and technical libraries. The files also 

contain weapons schematics, technical drawings, and operational directions as well as 

scientific formulac. Personnel information can sometimes be extracted from scientific 

notebooks, Operational orders and plans, administrative correspondence, technical 

reports, p e r ~ o ~ c l  rosters, or medical records. Because of national security. foreign 

diplomacy, and personal privacy issues, review of this $formation can only be completed 

by personnel with appropriate security clearances and technical backgrouod, as well as 
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knowledge of personnel issues. Each piece of paper in every collection must be reviewed 

Page by page. 

The records at the contractor-operated Chemical and Biological Infonation 

Analysis Center at Edgewood are completely automated. We contracted with them to 

perform a key words search on their records. We recently received a preliminary report 

from them that contains over 2,000 entries for about SO0 sites. The sites include locations 

where chemical and biological agents were tested, produced, stored. or shipped. But we 

know this list is incomplete. Our preliminary manual review at other sites has resulted in 

identification of t h e  human test sites that we did not know about last year and which arc 

not in the automated files. 

One of our best sources of information is correspondence from veterans and 

othen who participated in or know something about the tests. We have followed up on 

individual claims forwarded to us from Veterans Affain and on phone convenations and 

letters. These conlirts have resulted in identification of additional storage and testing 

sites. For instance, VA forwarded to us a q u e s t  for validation on a claim of a US 

veteran who handkd and transported chemicals in India Experts at Edgewood Arsenal 

were able to identify the rnus&d and phosgene canisters in the photos. In addition, the 

photos confirmed for DoD that mustard was stored at the site. We also located a * 

previously unidentified test site. a Navy Base at Harts Island, New York, through 

documentation provided by a participant The documentation indicated that many 

volunteen for the tests w e n  soliciltd from individuals in disciplinary barracks. 

We now have about 4,000 names of individuals who may have been exposed. We 

do not have complete information on all of them and not all of them arc confirmed test 

subjects. The fust 2,300 names cam from the Naval Research Laboratory at the 

beginning of our effofi Not long rftu that, an archivist at Suitland who read about our 
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effon in the newspaper provided about  700 names. The rest of the names have trickled in 

or been extracted from documents in the DoD repositories. 

We have shared our experiences and knowledge gained with the DoD members of 

the interagency group researching radiation testing. Much of the work we have done is 

also applicable to their effort. For instance, the same kinds of information must be 

extracted for p e r s ~ ~ e l  involved in those tests. In addition. some of the DoD repositories 

that we have found also contaio information on these programs. 

The Department is committed to supporting these individuals, and we will 

continue to pursue review of records and follow-up on letters from veterans and personal 

conversations with veterans and former DoD employees. 

This concludes my formal statement. Thank you. 


